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HappINESS

Oysters are weird little buggers. Or, as Jonathan Swift more 
eloquently framed it, “He was a bold man that first ate an 
oyster.” One does wonder who decided to crack into those 
grubby little rocks, and how they then proceeded to slurp 
down the wiggly meat that hides inside. A shucked oyster 
looks less like food and more like something you should 
pour salt on and keep away from your garden.
 
And yet, we love them. Once an abundant staple 
of a working-class diet, oysters are now a coveted 
delicacy. Though there aren’t any oyster beds in 
the Allegheny, Pittsburgh is squarely on board 
with oyster love, welcoming new neighborhood 
oyster bars and sucking down thousands of 
them every week. Still, the murky seas of 
oyster-eating swirl with myth and mystery, 
from folk wisdom about what months 
to avoid them to their reputation as an 
aphrodisiac (the jury’s still out on that 
one). Whether you’re a dedicated oys-
ter-slurper or a tentative newcomer, 
read on for a guide to America’s 
beloved mollusk.
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OYSTERS IN THE STEEL CITY
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THE WINE OF THE SEA

Though your favorite oyster 
bar may boast a dozen 
varieties of oysters on any 
given day, they represent just 
a handful of species. Only five 
species of oysters are grown 
in the United States, and two 
of those are hard to cultivate 
and quite rare. Blue Points, 
Beau Soleils and Wellfleets, for 
instance, are all Crassostrea 
virginica oysters. 

So why all the different names? 
“I compare oysters to wine,” 
explains John Dober, the 
executive chef at Off the Hook 
in Warrendale. “You might start 
with a Chardonnay grape, but a 
lot more goes into making what 
ends up in that bottle.”
Like wine, oysters are greatly 
influenced by terroir, the 
French term for all of the 
environmental characteristics 
of a growing region. Though a 
better term for oysters might 
be merroir (from the French 
for “sea”), the same concept 
applies. The temperature, 
salinity, and content of the 
oyster’s home waters all play 
a part in shaping the oyster’s 
nuanced flavor.
 
Oysters from colder waters 
grow more slowly and therefore 
develop more intense flavors, 
whereas those from warmer 
waters are usually larger and 
milder. East Coast oysters tend 
to have more brininess and 
minerality, while West Coast 
oysters are known for being 
sweeter and often bring notes 
of cucumber and melon.
 
Whatever the variety, a good 
oyster stands on its own. 
“It’s one of those ingredients 
like caviar or beautiful, fresh 
vegetables,” says Nate Hobart, 
chef de cuisine at Morcilla. 
“You don’t want to cover it 

up.” Though everything from 
hot sauce to horseradish is 
certainly a nice touch, try a raw 
oyster unadorned. You may 
be surprised by how much 
brightness and complexity 
arrives straight from the shell.
 
SUSTAINABLE AND SAFE

You’ve likely heard the old 
advice about only eating 
oysters in months with the 
letter “r.” Warmer months 
mean warmer waters, which 
can encourage the growth 
of dangerous bacteria in 
the oyster. However, major 
advancements in food safety 
and industry regulation have 
ensured that oysters are safe 
to eat all year long. Oysters are 
also incredibly sustainable. In 
an age when so many of our 
favorite marine delights come 
with a hefty environmental 
price tag, oysters are one 
of the best options for the 
eco-minded seafood lover. 
Nearly all oysters are farmed, 
minimizing the risk of bycatch 
and other environmental 
damage. Oysters are also 
filter feeders, meaning they 
actually clarify and improve 
the water around them as 
they eat. Oysters are a key 
part of successful aquaculture 
programs around the world.

GETTING ACQUAINTED

So oysters are complex culinary 
delights that are safe for both 
the environment and your 
gastrointestinal system. Still not 
convinced? You’re not alone. As 
I talked about oysters to anyone 
who would listen, I encountered 
my fair share of wrinkled 
noses. I even met a chef who, 
despite shucking thousands of 
oysters over the course of his 
career, still opts to avoid them 
whenever possible.
 

But you needn’t dive headfirst 
into meaty, salty oysters to 
learn to appreciate them. 
“My personal gateway was 
Rockefeller,” says Off the 
Hook owner Glenn Hawley. A 
classic preparation, the rich 
butter and herb sauce makes 
Oysters Rockefeller an easy 
bite for even the most hesitant 
eater. At downtown’s Vallozzi’s, 
the kitchen offers a distinctly 
Pittsburgh spin called Oysters 
Carnegie, which is baked with 
buttered breadcrumbs, tomato, 
herbs and prosciutto.
 
To fully appreciate an oyster, 
however, raw is the way to go. 
For your first raw oyster, avoid 
varieties that are particularly 
large or briny. Hawley 
recommends starting with 
a Kumamoto (a West Coast 
oyster prized for its melon-
like sweetness) or one of the 
mild varieties found in the 
Chesapeake Bay region.
 
To best taste an oyster, chew 
the meat a few times rather 
than gulping it down whole, 
and be sure to drink all of the 
liquid (called liquor) inside the 
shell. “For me, the best part 
of the oyster is the juice that 
comes with it,” says Hobart. “It 
tastes like the ocean.”
 
Your foray into the world 
of oysters will be greatly 
helped by a nice drink or two. 
Champagne and dry white 
wines are classic pairings, as is 
an ice-cold gin martini. Beer is 
great as well, particularly stouts 
and porters or crisp lagers. 
Perhaps the most intriguing 
suggestion came from Hawley: 
“I gotta tell ya, single malt 
scotch. The salt helps set 
something off in the scotch.”

THE OYSTER 
RENAISSANCE IN 
PITTSBURGH

Pittsburgh may be a half-day’s 
drive from the nearest ocean, 
but that hasn’t stopped chefs 
and diners alike from embracing 
oysters. Nor should it. Thanks to 
direct relationships with farmers 
and efficient distribution systems, 
Pittsburgh’s best restaurants 
are able to get oysters to your 
table within days of harvest. And 
freshness is paramount. A fresh 
oyster is bright and clean, a salty 
sip of ocean in a town of rivers.
 
If you have any doubts about 
the freshness of the dozen 
oysters you are about to order, 
you can always ask to see the 
dated tag that arrived with the 
oysters, which restaurants are 
legally required to keep on file. “I 
actually encourage it,” says Josiah 
Henry, executive chef at Vallozzi’s. 
“You’ll find out really quickly if 
it’s a good oyster bar.” Henry 
presented the tags from his daily 
oyster selection, which showed 
they had been harvested just two 
days earlier.
 
Around the city, there are more 
and more places taking oysters 
seriously—but not too seriously. 
“We wanted to have  more of a fun, 
laid-back atmosphere rather than 
a high-end, white-tablecloth place,” 
explains Adam Kucenic, who 
opened Muddy Waters Oyster Bar 
in East Liberty last year. “Pittsburgh 
is a shot-and-a-beer town, and 
oysters fit in with that.”
 
In the end, oysters are a food of 
the people. There is no elegant 
way to eat them — they are meant 
to be slurped and shared and 
washed down with a cold beer. 
“There’s something unpretentious 
about eating an oyster,” says 
Dober. “It puts everyone on the 
same level.”
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Muddy Waters Oyster Bar
The casual East Liberty joint offers a large 
and ever-changing selection of interesting 
oysters. Stop by at happy hour for deep 
discounts on oysters and bottles of bubbly. 
muddywaterspgh.com

Morcilla
Justin Severino’s tapas hotspot offers Island 
Creek oysters two ways: raw and escabeche, 
which comes topped with pickled grapes and 
Spanish pork belly. morcillapittsburgh.com

Vallozzi’s
Belly up to the downtown Italian joint’s 
oyster bar for a rotating selection of East 
and West Coast oysters. Try the Oysters 
Carnegie, Pittsburgh’s answer to the classic 
Rockefeller. vallozzis.com

Eleven
Super-fresh oysters are just a buck each at 
Eleven’s excellent happy hour. Be sure to 
try the famous house hot sauce, which is 
made with puréed habanero and papaya. 
elevenpgh.com

Penn Avenue Fish Company
At the Strip District staple, add a touch of 
intrigue to your half-shells with a house-made 
saffron mignonette, or grab a sack of oysters 
to bring home. pennavefishcompany.com

Off the Hook
Get a master class in oysters at Warrendale’s 
temple of seafood. Head to the casual 
oyster bar and sample your way through 
an impressive selection of the best of both 
coasts. offthehookpgh.com

Merchant Oyster Company
Dennis Marron (formerly of The Commoner) 
is bringing a Spanish-inspired oyster bar to 
Lawrenceville this fall.

WHERE TO EAT 
OYSTERS IN 
PITTSBURGH

Champagne
Champagne and oysters is a classic 
high roller pairing. But don’t bust out 
the Dom Pérignon just yet: any dry 
sparkling wine will be a good match. 
We like Perrier-Jouët.

Gin Martini
Like olives, salty oysters complement 
a cold gin Martini. For bonus points, 
select a gin with botanicals that 
reflect the tasting notes of your 
oyster. We like Plymouth.

Dark Beer
The Irish have known the joys of 
briny oysters with bitter stouts for 
centuries. For a double dose of 
bivalves, try an oyster stout, which 
use oysters in the brewing process 
to add an intriguing touch of the sea. 
We like Petrus Oud Bruin.

Single-Malt Scotch
Though not traditional, Off the 
Hook’s Glenn Hawley swears by the 
pairing. And it makes sense: many 
single malts are prized for their salty, 
mineral notes. We like Laphroaig.

DRINK 
PAIRINGS


